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Social media has caused a rift between reality and what
is perceived as real in a way that mirrors the same
mentality of surrealist art which affects popular
advertisements
Advertisement

Art influence

Abstract
All ads draw influence from
something, most of the time
it is from an art movement
that will mirror the mental
state of the current
population (Berger, Ways of
seeing)
• Surrealist art is used as an
influence for most ads
today
• In the surrealist art
movement, the general
population experienced
great anxiety and grappled
with the separation of the
inner, subconscious self
and the represented
conscious self

The Persistence of Memory by Salvador Dali (1931)

Volkswagen advertisement

The False Mirror by René Magritte 1929

Shell advertisement 1930

Dream Caused by the Flight of a Bee Around a
Pomegranate a Second Before Awakening by
Salvador Dali (1944)

Advertisement for wine 2000s~

• Social media has created a
divide between reality and
what people see reality as,
giving rise to surrealist
mentality
• Social media combines art
and advertisements to
display the mentality of
the generation

Conclusion
The art influence used for today’s media is surrealist art, due to its chaotic representation of life
that mirrors the tumultuous events gen Z and millennials have grown up with such as mass
shooting, climate change and exponential increase in technological advances. In the surrealist art
movement, the general population experienced great anxiety and grappled with the idea of the
inner, subconscious self and the represented conscious self after the trauma of WWI. Today, the
issue of social media, what is presented compared to what is real, creates an atmosphere where
surrealist art can have a larger impression once again. Similarly, the surrealist art movement rose
during a time of anxiety and uncertainty, post WWI. Today similar chaos, in different forms, has
shaped the lives of this generation which can be seen in the rise of surrealist art based
advertisements and mentality.
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